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4. ARI.

Secretariat, Rangoon.
April 26, 1899.

DEAR SIR,—I have read with interest Mr. St. John's
letter on the word ' Ari ' in the Society's Journal for
January, 1899. Mrs. Bode suggests that the word may
be connected with the Pali word ariyo, while Mr. St. John
feels sure that it stands for arahnaka or arannako, ' one
who dwells in the forest.' I have consulted a number of
pandits, and they all confirm Mrs. Bode's derivation. They

tell me that 33QOO becomes 39OpC$g in Burmese in

the same way as OSOO becomes OS>p58 and OOOO

becomes OOO58 > an(i tna* in Burmese literature the word

has the meaning of 'noble, excellent,' when used

as an adjective. A number of extracts have been shown
me to support the latter portion of their statement.

Burmese history and Burmese archasology are almost
a terra incognita in Europe. The field is large, but the
labourers are few. However, an Archaeological Department
and a Provincial Museum are soon to be established in
Burma, and it is hoped that the darkness, which now
enshrouds things Burmese, will soon be dispelled.—Yours
very truly,

TAW SEIN KO.
To the Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society, London.

5. PERSIAN MANUSCRIPT ATTRIBUTED TO FAKHRTJ'DDIN RAZI,-

WITH A NOTE ON RISALATU 'L GHUFRAN BY ABU 'L 'ALA

AL-MA'ARRI AND OTHER MSS. IN THE SAME COLLECTION.

Trinity College, Cambridge.
May 17, 1899.

DEAR SIR, — I was much interested to learn from
Dr. Horn's letter that a copy of the Persian MS.,
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670 CORRESPONDENCE.

, which I described in the January number, is.
catalogued in the Ay a Sofia at Constantinople under the
title of ^J-Jl late-. This seems to put Razi's authorship
beyond question. As regards his originality, perhaps
I expressed myself rather carelessly when I said that my
MS. had " every appearance of being an original work."
As the context shows, I meant to say that in my opinion
it was not translated from the Greek, and could so far
claim to be an original composition. I never doubted that
it was largely compiled from older sources : this was a priori
to be expected, and in many cases RazI actually cites his
authority. While I am not prepared to assert positively
that he was indebted to the j&lii*jit\p- Sr^*-^ > a perusal
of Dr. Horn's paper has convinced me that the two works,
differing widely in scope, are yet to a large extent arranged
on parallel lines. It is curious that I should have un-
consciously anticipated Dr. Horn's admirable suggestion
to identify the authority whom RazI cites by the name
of Seyyid or Imam Isma'Il with Israa'il b. Hasan b. Ahmad
b. Muhammad al-Husainl al-Jurjani, author of the *-»>.J

j>li^;.L=i- ; for Al-Sharif Sharafu'ddln Isma'Il, to whom
I thought RazI might be referring, is in fact the same
person (Rieu, Persian Catalogue, p. 467; Ibn Abl TJsaibia,
ed. A. Miiller, vol. ii, p. 31 seq.).

Since writing my article on the &d\ lais- , I have had
occasion to make for my own use a rough catalogue of
the Arabic and Persian MSS. gathered many years ago
by my grandfather, the late Dr. John Nicholson of Penrith.
The private owner of MSS. may not improperly be likened
to the innocent receiver of stolen goods, whose best apology
is straightway to publish what has befallen him. I hope
therefore to be pardoned if I give some slight account of
the rarer volumes and notice briefly a few more which have
an interest apart from rarity.

The Persian MSS , both in number and quality, are much
inferior to the Arabic. Besides the Hifzu '1 Sihha I need
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only mention the Tuhfatu '1 Mu'minln, the Tuhfa-i Sami,
the Khamsa of Nizami, Jaml's Divan (two copies), and an
exquisitely written Kulllyati Amir Khusrau, which belonged
in turn to the libraries of Dr. Adam Clarke and Miss
Richardson Currer.

There are about 150 Arabic MSS., and to one of these,
the Risiilatu '1 Ghufran, I would call special attention,
because it is, as I believe, a genuine work, hitherto unknown
and undescribed, of the famous blind poet and man of letters,
Abu '1 'Ala al-Ma'arrl. The title runs:

11 (sic) *

A work entitled (J/**^ <LlLs; occurs in Hajl Khalifa
(vol. iii, p. 4:22), but it has no connection with my MS.
I think, however, that Hajl Khalifa does mention this
Riiala in the passage (vol. iii, p. 459) where he describes
the Rasa 'il of Abu '1 'Ala in the following terms:—

JSL--,

For the words dj*zjl\ &\~>j read ^j]/^ iJUj; — a very
easy change. The MS. now before me fully answers to
Hajl Khalifa's description, that is to say, it is really
a rhetorical composition, which cannot save in courtesy
be styled an Epistle. It extends to 219 pages in all. The
first and longer portion consists of a series of imaginary
conversations between the Shaikh 'All b. Mansur and poets
of the Ignorance who have been forgiven (hence the title)
and received into Paradise. Many verses are quoted and
commented on, each poet explaining and defending his
own, and various amusing incidents are introduced. The
second part deals mainly with heresies and heretics, e.g.
^ji>j!i\ J <LJOUJJ! . As I hope to print some extracts from
the Risalatu '1 Ghufran in an early issue of the Journal,
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I refrain from giving further details just now. I t appears
to me to have great interest, not only as a new and probably
unique specimen of Abu '1 'Ala's literary powers, but also
as being in itself a noteworthy accession to the huge mass
of writings which fall under the general head of ' adab' or
4 Litterae Humaniores.' The date is not formally stated,
but we may infer from a passage on p. 156 that the Risala
was composed in 414 A.H.

Poetry and Commentaries thereon.

(1) Tanwlru '1 Siqt, containing the text of Abu '1 'Ala's
Siqtu '1 Zand with an excellent commentary called Tauwlru
'1 Zand. This commentary is mentioned by Hajl Khalifa
(vol. iii, p. 601), who says that it incorporates with many
enlargements and corrections the commentary which Abu '1
'Ala himself dictated, and which was called Dau'u '1 Siqt.
The author of this commentary is not known; Hajl Khalifa
says »i*i*>. An ancient hand has ascribed it on the title-
page to the Imam Fakhru'ddln Razl. Razi did indeed
compose a commentary on this Divan, but Ibn Abi Usaibia
(ed. A. Miiller, vol. ii, p. 29, fifth line from the foot) declares
that it was left unfinished, which is clearly not the case
here. Moreover, Razl was born in 543 A.H., two years after
the date of this work (541 A.H.). This copy was written
in the year 709 A.H., <&^^ 4-^X« ^ i , in the city of
Jajarm in Khorasan. My MS. is undoubtedly identical
with the commentary which De Sacy mentions in his
Chrestomathy (vol. iii, p. 92) and cites as 124 R.

(2) Sharhu Tarjumani '1 Ashwaq. This MS. contains
a Divan by the celebrated Muhiyyu'ddin b. al-'Arabi,
entitled ji^JJ! d^*°rj> > with the author's own commentary,
which is here called j3x3^ JU-JJ^ (see Hajl Khal., vol. ii,
p. 276). It has the preface (quoted in the Leyden
Catalogue, vol. ii, p. 74 seq.) giving the date of the author's
arrival in Mecca as 598 A.H., not 611 A.H. as is stated by
Hajl Khalifa, and begins with the same doxology, viz.

^ <UJ &AJ?\. It would be interesting to know
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whether the text of the poems in this MS. agrees with that
in the Leydeu MS. (No. 596) and the Gotha MS. (No. 2,268);
and I hope to investigate this point at the first opportunity.
Inscriptions on the last page of this volume certify that
it has twice been diligently collated and corrected, so that
it should he an uncommonly exact manuscript. It was
copied in 1029 A.H.

(3) Sharhu Lamlyati '1 'Ajam. The title of this com-
mentary by Salahu'ddin SafadI on Togh.ra'1's celebrated
poem is—

The copy of Safadi's commentary from which the original
of this MS. was transcribed was written from the author's
autograph in 888 A.H., and the present copy was made in
1071 A.H.

Among the remaining poetical MSS. I may just mention
the Mu'allaqat, with commentaries by TibrizI and ZauzanI,
the Divan of Mutanabbi (two copies, one of which
contains the commentary by WahidI), the Siqtu Jl Zand,
Divanu '1 Sababa, the Divan of 'Alawan b. 'Atiya (cf.
Ahlwardt, Berlin Cat., Nos. 3,283 and 7,936), and a mystical
Divan, which at present I am unable to identify, with the
following title:

It begins:

iS£. ill I ^jij Jl i

\jj\ US'

As the words ^.J^ ^ J^^ M ^ in the title are by
a different and apparently older hand, I think it likely that
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the others are a spurious addition. In any case I shall
be grateful for information throwing light upon this work
or its alleged author.

My account of those MSS. that are not strictly poetical
must be deferred to some future occasion.—Yours sincerely,

REYNOLD A. NICHOLSON.

6. THE AUTHOR OF THE SASANAVAMSA.

June 14, 1899.

DEAR. SIR,—Feeling that it would be of interest to hear
something of the author of a modern Pali work from one
of his contemporaries in the Buddhist community, I wrote,
a short time ago, to the Venerable Subhuti, of Waskaduwa,
asking him some questions about the author of the Sasana-
vamsa. He has not only replied most kindly, giving me
3, few particulars and mentioning his own relations with
Pannasami, but also sends me a copy of a letter written
by the Burmese rajaguru himself to Ceylon, on the occasion
•of a visit of certain Singhalese monks and others to
Mandalay, in the year 1862.

Of Pannasami Subhuti writes as follows:—
"The venerable priest was known by the name of

Rajaguru Pannasami. He lived at a monastery called
' Sahassarodharama' in the neighbourhood of Mandalay
•about thirty-five years ago. The friendly feelings that
•existed between him and me and the pleasant correspondence
we then carried on are still fresh in my memory. ' Sasana-
vamsa' was compiled in 1864, and the sad death of its
author occurred several years later. He was also the author
of many other works, the last of which was ' Saddanltitlka,'
which his death unfortunately rendered him unable to
complete. He was a pure Burmese, and does not at all
belong to the Singhalese nationality, nor did he ever visit
Ceylon. ' Sasanavamsa' was compiled at the request of the
High Priest Sumangala, the Principal of the Vidyodaya
College, and Saranamkara Indasabha "Warananasami, the
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